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Why AVer?
At AVer, we’re driven to create solutions that deliver:

The best value combined with the best customer support.

Starting at $199, our products are designed to be feature-rich, yet affordable on 

any budget. We also stand by our quality with some of the best warranties in the 

industry. We also want to take care of you after your purchase by providing a variety 

of ways to help you implement our solutions to enrich your curriculum.

FREE customized on-site training

FREE live online webinars

FREE online tutorials

FREE technical support

FREE 2-way RMA shipping*

Document camera warranty: 

Up to 5 years warranty on AVerVision hardware including 1 year of AVerCPR hot swap

Video conferencing warranty: 

2 years warranty on hardware including 1 year of AVerCPR hot swap**

*on products with active warranties 

**activated upon product registration

AVer has made it even easier to integrate our award-winning 

document cameras into other third party programs! The AVerVision 

Flash App is FREE software that lets you use your AVer document 

camera inside other popular classroom software environments.  

The AVerVision Flash Application is the perfect solution for class-

rooms with multiple pieces of technology. Control and annotate 

your live AVer document camera image with your favorite 

interactive software! 

to directly integrate with IWB software!

AVerVision Flash App



to experience wireless presentation!

Introducing the world’s first wireless document camera with 

smooth 30 fps video! This revolutionary mobile device cuts the wires 

and unleashes the learning environment from a teacher’s desk to the 

classroom and beyond. The W30 includes a lightweight and portable 

document camera that communicates seamlessly with its base unit to 

display clear, crisp and consistent content. Now you can share so much 

more, from large science experiments to fragile art projects from any-

where in the room!

AVerVision W30
Our teachers always said, “Keep it simple.” Our new F50 document 

camera makes it easy for you to annotate on your document 

camera images by eliminating the need for separate annotation 

software. Simply plug in an AVerPen or a mouse and annotate 

directly from the document camera itself, without a computer.  

It’s a solution that lets you keep your lesson plan going without 

interrupting it to turn on your computer and start extra software. 

to annotate without a computer!

AVerVision F50



Delivering premium performance, high quality components and 

ease of use, the M50 is built for the teacher that loves to capture 

videos of everything! This powerful mechanical arm document 

camera provides unmatched 5 MP image quality along with one 

touch onboard video and audio recording – straight to a USB flash 

drive or SD Card. Record your lessons and post them to the web so 

students never miss a moment!

to capture amazing content!

AVerVision M50
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The new budget-friendly U10 not only delivers a great price, but 

comes with better-than-standard features including smooth 30 fps 

HD video, video/audio recording with a built-in microphone 

and seamless integration with Skype™ and a host of other video 

conferencing software. Now teachers can easily record directly into 

the included AVer+ software with annotation and sound, making it 

an easy way to integrate document camera images into your digital 

curriculum content.

to incorporate a document camera!

AVerVision U10



The New AVerPen solution eliminates the need for a board or slate 

and literally puts learning in the hands of the students. Designed 

ergonomically and for extreme precision, the New AVerPen allows 

you and up to six students to simultaneously write on any live AVer 

document camera image. Add AVer’s popular AVer+ software and 

now you have even more tools to make your lessons a seamless 

teaching and collaboration experience.

to teach anywhere with digital lessons!

The New AVerPen & AVer+
Transform your classroom environment with AVer video conferenc-

ing! These H.323 HD solutions are competitively priced, include 

loads of features and are e-rate approved! They are also the only 

systems that come with a 2-year standard warranty that includes 

one year of AVerCPR hot-swap and free 2-way shipping. Combine 

it all together, and you’ll see why AVer video conferencing is 

Affordable. Reliable. Yours. 

to see learning with video conferencing!

AVer H series



key specifications

model

microphone

ext mic support

speaker

video connectivity

standard protocols

video resolution

content sharing

RS-232

multi party calls

meeting recording

snapshot sharing

MSRP

H100

1 omnidirectonal

no

built-in

VGA

H.323/SIP

720P

VGA only

no

no

no

no

$2999

H110

1 directonal

yes

external

HDMI/VGA

H.323/SIP

720P

wireless/VGA

yes

no

no

no

$3499

All specifications subject to change

H300

1 omnidirectonal

no

built-in

VGA

H.323/SIP

720P

VGA only

no

up to 4

yes

yes

$3999

H310

2 directonal

yes

external

HDMI/VGA

H.323/SIP

720P

wireless/VGA

yes

up to 4

yes

yes

$4499

model

pixel count

zoom

output resolution

framerate

viewing area

wireless

onboard annotation

1-touch recording

lightbox

MSRP

SPB350+

5MP

160x

1080P

30fps

11.8” x 8.9”

no

no

no

integrated

$999

F30

3.2MP

16x

720P

30fps

16.5” x 11.7”

no

no

yes

optional

$599

F50

5MP

80x

1080P

30fps

15.7” x 11.8”

no

yes

yes

optional

$699

M50

5MP

80x

1080P

30fps

14.6” x 11”

no

no

yes

optional

$799

W30

3.2MP

16x

XGA

30fps

13” x 9.7”

yes

no

no

optional

$799

CP135

3.2MP

16x

720P

24fps

13” x 9.7”

no

no

no

optional

$499

U10

1.3MP

8x

720P

30fps

14” x 11”

no

no

no

no

$199

Who says you can't be big and nimble at the same time? Our 

SPB350+ platform document camera thinks big, combining top 

features and an integrated 4"x5" lightbox that lets you light up 

objects like slides or negatives. Yet it's agile enough to maneuver 

its way to a surprisingly low MSRP of $999. All the premium 

features and stability you expect from a platform document 

camera, but without the premium price.

to see a new light!

AVerVision SPB350+



AVer Information, Inc. USA
www.averusa.com
423 Dixon Landing Road

Milpitas, CA 95035

T 408.263.3828

F 408.263.8132

toll free 1.877.528.7824
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